Middle School
(10-13 years old)
UNDERSTANDING: Children have
the cognitive ability to comprehend
death as a final event where the body
stops working permanently. They
can experience a variety of feelings
(sadness, anger, despair).
EXPRESSION: They may express
their feelings by acting out or by
exhibiting self injuries as a means of
coping. They may worry more. They
may become withdrawn and desire to
be alone.

Adolescents (14-17 years old)
UNDERSTANDING: Most teens can
fully grasp the meaning of death in
circumstances such as car accident,
illness and natural disasters. This
may be the first time in their life that
they are experiencing a direct loss.
EXPRESSION: They may seek out
friends and family for comfort. They
may withdraw to cope with their
feelings of grief. They may show their
grief by behaving recklessly or
impulsively. They may have difficulty
concentrating; have lower grades,
and less interest in social activities.
They may be at risk for chemical
dependency as a means of selfmedicating.

Talking About Tragedy
Being a parent is one of the hardest jobs we
have. When your children have questions about
the latest terrorist attack or war, how much should
you tell them? It’s important that you, as a
parent, know the emotional readiness of your
child. You also can’t blame yourself when your
young child is exposed to these tragedies. You
think your child is coloring quietly in the corner
while you have the radio on doing the chores, but
more than likely your child is listening to the radio
along with you and hearing the same information
you are. The difference is how their young minds
process the information.

How Children
Understand
Tragedy

This brochure was created to help you learn more
about what typical aged children understand
about death/trauma and how they may act when
exposed to it. If you feel that your child needs
help, or you don’t know how to talk to your child
about these issues, help is out there.
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“When I was a boy I would see scary things
in the news, my mother would say to me,
‘Look for the helpers. You will always find
people who are helping.’”
― Fred Rogers
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Dear Museum Visitor,
When we opened the
“We the People” exhibit
in September 2012, our
goal was to create an
exhibit that focused on
the things we saw during the days and
weeks that followed the September 11th
attacks: friendship, helping one another,
patriotism, and the spirit of coming together
as a nation. Our first question on the “Talk
Back” station was “How can you help
someone this week?” We saw the
innocence of the responses, things like
“Help do dishes” and “Help rake leaves.”
Then on December 14, 2012, the massacre
at Sandy Hook took place. We started
seeing new posts on the board by children,
things like: “Don’t shoot children” and “No
guns in schools.” It became quickly
apparent that the “We the People…” exhibit
was a way for children to express their
thoughts and feelings. Over the years,
we’ve read comments by children ranging
from both international conflicts like the
Israeli-Palestine conflict to more domestic
incidents like the Boston Marathon
bombing. This brochure was put together
with our partners at the Genesis Center in
Oak Lawn to assist you, the parent, if you
think that your child may be having trouble
comprehending some very grown-up
issues.
Sincerely
Adam Woodworth, Executive Director
Children’s Museum in Oak Lawn

Developmental Phases in
Understanding Death/
Trauma & How They May
Express It
Infants & Toddlers
UNDERSTANDING: They may
perceive that adults are sad, but have
no real understanding of the meaning
or significance of death.
EXPRESSION: From their
caregiver’s reaction, they may display
clinginess, crankiness or difficulty
separating from a parent. They may
show sleep disturbances or a
regression in previously learned
behaviors.

Preschoolers (3 to 5 years old)
UNDERSTANDING: Young children
may deny death and may see death
as reversible. They may interpret
death as a separation, not a
permanent condition. They may link
certain events and magical thinking
with the causes of death.
EXPRESSION: Due to their inability
to understand an abstract concept
like death, they may make up fantasy
stories of what happened, show
regressive behaviors like thumb
sucking, wanting old toys or security
blanket. They may show bedtime
anxiety, poor sleep, and wake
frequently. They may fear being away
from parents/home for too long.

Elementary School
(6 to 9 years old)
UNDERSTANDING: Older children
begin to be able to think abstractly,
so they may start to comprehend
the finality of death. They also begin
to understand that certain
circumstances may result in death.
Though death is seen as something
bad that happens to others, they
may not see it as something that
happens to them or their family.
EXPRESSION: They may feel sad
about everything, cry and have
difficulty being comforted. They
may express fearfulness about
everything; worrying that the ‘bad
thing’ is going to happen again.
They may be more irritable and lose
interest in social activities and
friends.

